From Turin to Milan Bergamo Airport for the Work Experience Project

The Work Experience Project continues at Milan Bergamo Airport, with the involvement of students from secondary schools in Bergamo and beyond.

On Friday 6 April, the structures belonging to SACBO and BGY International Services welcomed 20 students from the third forms of the Carlo Grassi Aeronautical Institute of Turin, studying “aircraft navigation” as part of the course in Transportation and Logistics. The delegation from the Piedmont institute, led by the school director Ms. Patrizia Chiesa Abbiati, was welcomed in the auditorium of SACBO’s executive offices by the Managing Director Emilio Bellingardi, and by Amelia Corti, the CEO of BGY International Services. For a period of ten days, the twenty students will carry out activities regarding passenger assistance in the check-in and boarding gate areas.

The Carlo Grassi Aeronautical Institute has chosen to carry out its Work Experience period at Milan Bergamo Airport due to the role that the airport has in the panorama of national air transportation, and the opportunity for working experience in contact with an organisation which has demonstrated excellent performance in terms of operational efficiency and quality in services provided to passengers and airlines.
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